Abstract. Background/Objective: Fatigue is a common debilitating symptom in Parkinson's disease (PD) of unclear etiology. Hypotension and blood pressure variability are common in PD though their relationship to other non-motor symptoms is less well understood. Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study to explore differences in 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure measurements in PD subjects (n = 35) with and without fatigue. Subjects underwent hourly systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure testing in their home environment. The presence of fatigue was assessed using the Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) part 1. We compared blood pressure measurements in fatigued vs. non-fatigued PD subjects, assessed over 4 epochs: overnight, morning, midday, and evening. Results: PD subjects with symptoms of fatigue demonstrated lower mean DBP, compared to those without fatigue (67.8 ± 4.8 mmHg vs. 75.6 ± 9.4 t = 2.57, p = 0.014). These intergroup differences were most notable in the morning. The two groups did not differ in scoring on the Survey of Autonomic Symptoms or on an office-based blood assessment of SBP or DBP performed on the day of 24-hour monitor initiation. Conclusions: Fatigue in PD may be a clinical manifestation of low-grade systemic hypotension.
INTRODUCTION
Fatigue is a disabling non-motor symptom in Parkinson's disease (PD)-distinct from daytime sleepiness, cognitive, or mood-related symptomsthat affects about 50% of all individuals with PD [1] and associates with worse health related quality of life [2] . The majority of people with PD consider fatigue, defined as diminished energy levels or increased perception of effort that is disproportionate to attempted activities [3] , to be one of their three biggest symptomatic concerns [4] . Despite its high prevalence and disabling nature, we know relatively little about the underlying causes of fatigue in PD or about how to treat it clinically. Conventional PD medications including levodopa 576
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along with other newer approaches including stimulant medications, cognitive enhancers, caffeine, and exercise are largely unhelpful for improving PD fatigue [5] . The absence of any pharmacological or non-pharmacological treatment for fatigue [6] is a knowledge gap with clinical implications.
Although the exact pathophysiology of PD fatigue is unknown, different studies have suggested that striatal dopaminergic pathology, neuroinflammatory markers, regional serotoninergic dysfunction, and/or autonomic impairments may each be implicated in fatigue pathogenesis [3, 7, 8] . In PD, vascular autonomic dysfunction is usually measured by either an assessment of orthostatic vital signs or detailed autonomic research testing typically performed no more than once per day in an ambulatory care setting. Because of the once-daily nature of these types of assessments, inherent measurement imprecision and the presence of unmeasured confounding factors that vary by day may each influence hemodynamic outcome assessments. In addition, we know little about the clinical significance of normal diurnal hemodynamic variability in PD. This may be of particular relevance for PD fatigue which is known to have a diurnal component with substantial inter-subject variability [3, 9] . To better understand these topics, we explored differences between PD subjects with and without symptoms of fatigue using 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure assessments. We hypothesized that PD subjects with fatigue would show discrete time periods of relative hypotension compared to subjects without fatigue.
METHODS
We conducted a cross-sectional study of 35 subjects with idiopathic PD without dementia. All subjects were recruited from Neurology Movement Disorders clinics at the Veterans Affairs Ann Arbor Health System (VAAAHS), MI, USA. All subjects were men given the gender makeup of this clinical populace. All subjects met United Kingdom Brain Bank Clinical Diagnostic Criteria for the diagnosis of PD [10] , were age ≥50 years, and had Hoehn and Yahr stage ≤3. All subjects provided written informed consent prior to study procedures.
Subjects underwent the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating scale (MDS-UPDRS) [11] motor examination in the off-state after holding dopaminergic medications overnight. All other elements of testing, including blood pressure evaluations, were performed after subjects were instructed to take their usual dose of dopaminergic medications. The presence of fatigue symptoms was defined categorically by a score of ≥1 on the MDS-UPDRS part 1 non-motor aspects of experiences of daily living question 1.13. The 30-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) was used to measure symptoms of depression [12] , the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A) was used to measure symptoms of anxiety [13] , the Survey of Autonomic Symptoms was used to measure symptoms of dysautonomia [14] , and the Epworth Sleepiness Scale was used to measure symptoms of daytime sleepiness [15] -on each of these instruments, higher scores correspond with a greater burden of symptoms. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment was used to measure cognitive impairment [16] .
All subjects underwent conventional systolic and diastolic blood pressure testing in the seated and standing positions with at least a 3-minute interval before blood pressure was checked following postural adjustment. Subjects wore the 24-hour Meditech ABPM-04 ambulatory blood pressure monitoring system, which collected systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure readings every hour for the next 24 hours. To explore associations between fatigue with different diurnal blood pressure epochs, we grouped mean blood pressure readings into 4 temporal categories: morning (600-1000), midday (1200-1600), evening (18000-2200), and overnight (2400-400). Each of these epochs consisted of the mean of available hourly blood pressure readings for subjects over these 5-hour time periods. Any missing readings or machine errors were omitted from averages or numerical analyses. Intergroup differences were compared using two-sample t-tests. All analyses were conducted using STATA 15 (College Station, TX).
RESULTS
Differences between PD subjects with and without symptoms of fatigue are shown in Table 1 . In general, (+) fatigue subjects showed higher GDS and HAM-A scores (suggesting more depressive & anxiety symptoms respectively) and lower Epworth Sleepiness Scale scores (suggesting less symptoms of sleepiness). There were no differences between groups in the Survey of Autonomic Symptoms. Subjects acknowledging fatigue symptoms showed a non-significant trend towards higher proportional (+) Fatigue subjects showed a non-significant trend towards a greater degree of orthostatic decline in systolic (15.2 ± 15.1 vs. 4.8 ± 14.3; t = 1.96, p = 0.059) and diastolic (4.4 ± 10.2 vs. -1.3 ± 7.1; t = 1.91, p = 0.065) blood pressure. Mean blood pressure values over the duration of 24-hour monitor testing showed lower DBP in (+) fatigue subjects (67.8 ± 4.8 mmHg vs.75.6 ± 9.4 t = 2.57, p = 0.014) and a non-significant trend towards lower SBP as well (124.2 ± 13.5 vs. 132.5 ± 12.0; t = 1.82, p = 0.078). PD subjects with fatigue showed numerically lower SBP and DBP readings through nearly every hour of the 24-hour period. Intergroup differences were most profound in the morning epoch ( Table 2 , Fig. 1) where lower SBP and DBP associated with the presence of fatigue symptoms and in the evening epoch where DBP was lower in (+) fatigue subjects as well. The degree of nocturnal dipping was estimated by the ratio of BP during the overnight period divided by BP during the evening period. No differences in this nocturnal dipping ratio were seen in between (+) fatigue and (-) fatigue subjects in SBP (dipping ratio: 0.92 ± 0.13 vs. 0.89 ± 0.13; t = 0.68, p = 0.50) or DBP (dipping ratio: 0.87 ± 0.12 vs. 0.86 ± 0.13; t = 0.19, p = 0.85). PD subjects with fatigue were not more likely to report symptoms of lightheadedness on standing (score of ≥1) on MDS-UPDRS item 1.12 (χ 2 = 0.14, p = 0.71).
DISCUSSION
These cross-sectional data suggest that symptoms of fatigue in PD may relate to differences in autonomic vascular tone as assessed by 24-hour blood pressure monitoring. Our data show the greatest difference in blood pressure between fatigued and non-fatigued subjects in the mornings. We also report that diastolic blood pressure measurements better distinguish (+) vs. (-) fatigued PD subjects than systolic blood pressure. Given that there is no accepted treatment strategy for PD fatigue and that low-grade hypotension may be modifiable through pharmacological or non-pharmacological interventions, these findings have implications for the clinical management of fatigue in PD.
Although the exact pathogenesis of fatigue in PD is not well understood, several previous studies have suggested associations with different facets of autonomic dysfunction. Previous PD surveybased studies have shown a correlation between fatigue severity and the self-reported severity of autonomic symptoms [17] , including the frequency and severity of symptomatic orthostatic hypotension [18] . PD (+)-fatigue compared to PD (-)-fatigue subjects have been reported to have a greater degree of sympathetic denervation on cardiac 123 Imetaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) testing and a corresponding higher degree of vascular pressor response to sympathomimetic including dobutamine and norepinephrine [19] . Our findings expand on these data by highlighting sustained differences in normal range vascular tone between fatigued and non-fatigued subjects throughout the day. We reported differences between groups in 24-hour DBP but not SBP. In the context of aging, SBP elevations are thought to more closely reflect arterial stiffness and associated impaired vascular compliance [20] -one reason that SBP is commonly used as a primary outcome measure in antihypertensive drug trials. The variable presence of arteriosclerosis may make systolic hypotension a less reliable indicator of peripheral autonomic dysfunction in PD. Interestingly, pyridostigmine-a cholinesterase inhibitor thought to affect peripheral autonomic ganglia by augmenting nicotinic cholinergic neurotransmission-increased standing diastolic, but not systolic, blood pressure in clinical trial of subjects with neurogenic orthostatic hypotension [21] . Although these findings point at the autonomic system as a potential causal source of dysfunction for PD-fatigue, they do not shed light on why some subjects may be more likely to develop fatigue than others. It is possible that variable involvement of central or peripheral autonomic circuits causes the development of PD fatigue [22, 23] . Alternatively, PD fatigue may be a symptom that simply clusters with a more aggressive subtype of an alphasynucleinopathy [24] . It is worth noting that (+) fatigue subjects in our cohort reported greater GDS and HAM-A scores but lower symptom burden on self-reported measures of daytime sleepiness and degree of dopaminergic medication use. Subclinical hypotension and orthostatic intolerance associate with depression and anxiety symptoms in non-PD cohorts [25] . In PD studies, orthostatic hypotension, but not relative differences in ambulatory blood pressure, have been correlated with depression symptoms as well [26] . Some investigators have also recently suggested that the GDS in PD may be a better measure of apathy, anxiety, and fatigue than of conventional depressive symptoms [27] . This cluster of symptoms may reflect a common central or peripheral nervous system pathology in PD. It is worth noting that the blood pressure values seen in this study generally fall within a normal (i.e., non-pathological) range and that (+) and (-) fatigue subjects did not show differences in the prevalence of symptomatic orthostatic lightheadedness. These findings raise the possibility that fatigue may be a manifestation of low-grade or "subclinical" autonomic dysfunction, below the threshold needed to cause symptomatic lightheadedness.
Previous studies of 24-hour blood pressure monitoring in PD suggest that relatively lower blood pressure values are expected in the overnight and morning time periods [28] [29] [30] . This is believed to represent a normal physiological response dependent on physical activity, regulation of sodium homeostasis, and autonomic function [31] . The clinical significance of these nocturnal and early morning blood pressure declines is less clear, given the likelihood of early autonomic neuropathology in many PD subjects [32] . We did not find a correlation between degree of nocturnal dipping and the presence of fatigue symptoms. It is possible that autonomic dysfunction giving rise to elevations in nocturnal blood pressure may be caused by different mechanisms than those underlying the presence of fatigue. Temporally speaking, it is possible that fatigue symptoms themselves do not wax and wane throughout the day with hypotension but rather are a correlate of a tendency towards low vascular tone in general-our findings may simply be measuring this latter possibility more precisely by collecting 24 different measurements in a single day. It is important to note that our dataset does not include recurrent fatigue symptom assessments needed to correlate diurnal variations in fatigue with similar temporal variations in relative hypotension. Even so, our data are comprised of hourly measurements and in this way, provide a uniquely precise estimate of the burden of ambulatory hypotension within a 24-hour period. There is a growing appreciation that conventional outpatient PD research assessments may not fully capture the true nature of PD motor and nonmotor features compared to analogous assessments using new wearable technologies [33, 34] including ambulatory blood pressure monitors.
The localization of fatigue in PD is likely to be complex. It is possible that fatigue may be the end result of a neurovascular system unable to compensate for autonomic changes affecting any number of end-organ targets. Alternatively, it is possible that fatigue is a direct correlate of downstream fluctuations in cerebral blood flow [35] . Both seem like reasonable possibilities given that fatigue also associates with lower ambulatory blood pressures in chronic fatigue syndrome [36] and with autonomic neurovascular dysfunction in multiple sclerosis [37, 38] .
Limitations of our study include the relatively small sample size of our cohort and our categorical assessment of the presence of fatigue symptoms. A limitation of our analysis was the use of the single fatigue item on MDS-UPDRS to categorize subjects with and without fatigue symptoms. A disadvantage of this approach is its lack of granularity for correlative analyses. On the other hand, it is not known to what degree self-reported fatigue symptom scales progress linearly and/or are affected by floor and ceiling effects. Future studies aiming to better understand the natural history of PD fatigue should collect detailed self-reported fatigue assessments at different times per day to test the correlation between fatigue and fluctuations in levels of relative hypotension. Fatigue is a nuanced symptom-complex. It may reflect contributions from central & peripheral nervous system pathologies and may also be modulated by factors relevant to physiological and psychosocial reserve. It is possible that differences between fatigued and non-fatigued subjects in this cohort are influenced by other unmeasured variables including inter-groups differences in sleep symptoms, diet, medications, or basal physical activity levels. Understanding the mechanisms that underlie PD fatigue is an important step toward designing rationale therapeutic approaches. Future studies collecting data of diurnal fatigue and blood pressure fluctuations would also benefit from mechanistic biomarker assessments such as MIBG cardiac sympathetic imaging as well as cerebral perfusion imaging-both of which might provide the rationale for target-engagement PDfatigue clinical trials. An increasing body of evidence implicating autonomic dysfunction as the etiology of PD fatigue has the potential to move the field forward, particularly as blood pressure is an easily assessable biomarker for future target modification trials aiming to improve fatigue in ambulatory settings.
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